
 
 

 

EAAGADS LIMITED: PRE AGM QUESTIONS AS AT 28 SEPTEMBER 2022  
Name Agenda Question Response 

1 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA  AOB Please clarify on why you are holding 
a virtual AGM and yet the Covid 
pandemic is over. When will you 
revert to physical meetings. 

Shareholders the AGM was done virtually 
to accommodate even those who are far 
off. We will revert to physical meetings or 
even opt for hybrid meeting next year.  

2 MURUU,REGINA  WANGUI  AOB Requesting the Company to take 
Shareholders for factory trips so that 
we can learn more about the 
Company's operations.  

The Board welcomes shareholders to visit 
the Farm. We are open to holding future 
AGMs on the Farm.   

3 OGUTU,LUCAS ODAHO  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS I have not received a copy of the 
financial statements.  Kindly send by 
post. 

The Financiall Statement were uploaded 
on the Company website; 
www.eaagads.co.ke; . A physical copy 
can be picked from the Share Registrars 
office: Dantrust Registrars, Jadala Place, 
3rd Floor, Ngong Road.  
  

4 AMBWAYA,EDWARD   OMBOKI; 
NYARIGE,DAVID ATIKA; 
MWANGI,SAMUEL NDURURU  

DIVIDENDS What is the dividend to be paid? Is it 
possible to pay dividend in the form of 
shares instead of cash. 

Please be advised that the Directors do 
not recommend the payment of a 
dividend for the financial year ended 31 
March 2022. The directors have not 
recommended bonus issue of shares.  

5 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS How would you improve the group 
business for the next level of business. 

The strategic plan is for sustainable coffee 
production. The target is for 2,000kgs/Ha. 
To ensure sustainability we have employed 
activities such as green manure, mulching, 
shading tree, Coffee bushes conversion 
cycle, handling and irrigation. 
    

7 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA DIRECTORS RE-ELECTION Who are the new directors. Kindly refer to the Company's website 
www.eaagads.com and in particular to 
the announcement that was published on 
6 September 2022. A brief on the new 
Directors is provided therein. 
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8 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA  DIVIDENDS Clarify why dividends are low. Please note that dividends are declared 

by the Company based on the Company's 
performance and thereby from the 
Company's profits and as recommended 
by the Board. The Directors do not 
recommend the payment of a dividend 
for the financial year ended 31 March 
2022.  

10 FARAH,HASSAN ALI  AOB What advise can the Board give to 
young investors about the future of 
their investments in the Company - I 
am 20 years old. 

Eaagads asset base is growing. The book 
value per share is favorable and the future 
of the Company is promising. As an 
investor, Eaagads is a growth stock which 
can continue to be part of your portfolio.  

11 DOSANI,AMIN  MOHAMED  
ALIBHAI 

DIVIDENDS Since 2012, how many times has 
Eaagads paid dividend.  

Eaagads has been loss making for the last 
7 years and has therefore not been in a 
position to declare any dividend. The 
Company is now on the recovery path. 
Stable yields will foster the Company 
revenue to the next level.   

 


